Panasonic’s wireless remote controller features a large Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) panel which makes it even more user-friendly. So you can sit back and enjoy easy operation and long-lasting comfort from your Panasonic Air Conditioner.

1. LCD display for an easy overview of the operation status.
2. Toggles setting between POWERFUL mode and ECO with A1 setting mode. POWERFUL mode provides fast cooling while ECO with A1 mode provides energy saving.
3. Adjust the FAN SPEED or QUIET function allows you to sleep comfortably at night.
4. Press up or down to set the temperature.
5. Toggles between AUTO, COOL and DRY setting mode.
6. Delays off timer with temperature control for better sleep.
7. Set the airflow direction.
8. Set 24-hour Dual ON & OFF Timer.
9. Set the actual time (hour and minute).

Long Airflow with Big Flap
Big bottom flap directs cooling and comforting air across the room for an optimal cooling sensation.

Powerful Cooling at Start-up
POWERFUL Mode cools your room faster by 10% at the start to bring you cooling comfort instantly on a hot day.

OUTDOOR UNIT

* Compilation of POWERFUL, Cool Mode & Standard cooled made using 1/4 Ton Inverter Mode
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